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Abstract—Monaural blind audio source separation usually sep-
arates a mixture into more signals than active sources. Therefore,
a clustering of the separated signals is needed to reconstruct
the sources. We propose a new iterative clustering and show
that this approach outperforms classical clustering approaches
which use features of the separated signals for clustering.The
iterative clustering starts with the separation into two source
estimates. Based on this, at each iteration the squared error
between the source estimates of the former iteration and a linear
superposition of the separated signals of the current iteration is
minimized. The corresponding linear superposition generates new
source estimates. The algorithm is evaluated on a large testset
regarding melodies of different instruments, singing, andspeech
from the EBU.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A human listener usually observes several active sound
sources at the same time. The listener is able to concentrate
on one active source by suppressing the others. Blind audio
source separation tries to emulate this human ability in an
automatic way. Generally, audio source separation is useful
in each case when a signal is distorted by other signals or
simply by noise; e.g. in the case of unwanted instruments in
a recording [2].
A general approach for blind audio source separation can be
divided into four steps [7]. First the mixture is splitted into
temporal segments, because stationarity is assumed for the
separation process. Then, the temporal segments are separated
into several signals called channels. The separation is done by
the independent subspace analysis (ISA). If there are more
channels than active sources, the channels are clustered to
create as many source estimates as active sources. Finally,
the source estimates need to be classified to reconstruct the
separated sources over several temporal segments. In this
paper, we address the problem of clustering the separated
channels in the case of a single mixture. In [3], [7], and
[10], several clustering methods based on signal features were
proposed for the ISA. We will show, that a stable clustering
algorithm for a large range of test signals is still an open
problem, and introduce a clustering approach that outperforms
the other tested clustering strategies.
This paper is structured as followed. In Section II the basic
terms and algorithms are introduced. In III, the proposed
clustering algorithm is outlined. The experimental setup and
the corresponding results are presented in IV, followed by the

conclusions in Section V.

II. FUNDAMENTALS

A. Signal Model

In this paper, we consider only sampled signals. We assume
two active sourcessk(t), kǫ{1, 2} observed with one sensor.
We assume instantaneous mixing without any reverberation.
For this model, the mixturex(t) is represented by the addition
of the two input signals,

x(t) = s1(t) + s2(t) . (1)

The mixturex(t) is transformed into time-frequency domain
by the short-time Fourier transform (STFT). A separation
algorithm separates the magnitude spectrogram|X| into N

real-valued spectrogramsCn, 1 ≤ n ≤ N , see Section II-B.
The time signalscn(t) are called channels. They are evaluated
by multiplication of the corresponding spectrogramsCn with
the phase ofX and applying the inverse STFT. Usually the
mixture is over-separated (N > 2), so the channels need to
be clustered to two source estimatesyk(t). Finally, the source
estimates have to be assigned to the two active sources by
solving the permutation of the two cluster outputs towards the
two sources.

B. Separation Algorithm

ISA for monaural source separation was first introduced
in [2]. In [8], the algorithm is explained in detail. The ISA
decomposes the magnitude spectrogram into a set of frequency
basis vectorsfn, and a set of corresponding time varying gains
gn using a singular value decomposition (SVD). For the ISA,
it is assumed that the components of the spectrogram of two
sources are statistical independent. Maximizing the statistical
independence between the gain vectors is proposed in [2].
As mentioned in [9], maximizing the statistical independence
between the frequency basis vectors leads to better results.
We will use this version of the ISA for our experiments. A
standard algorithm for maximizing the statistical independence
for a set of vectors is the independent component analysis [1].
The real valued spectrograms of the channels are evaluated by
multiplying the basis vectors with their gains,

Cn = fngT
n . (2)



By dropping small eigenvalues of the SVD, a dimension
reduction is introduced, which leads to the numberN of
separated channelscn evaluated by the ISA. Because of this
dimension reduction, the sum of all channels generally is not
equal to the mixture,

N∑

n=1

cn(t) 6= x(t) . (3)

For our experiments we require the sum of all channels to be
equal to the mixture, as further explained in Section III. In
this case the separation can be done forN − 1 channels and
the last channelcN is defined as the error signal,

cN (t) = x(t) −

N−1∑

n=1

cn(t) . (4)

C. Clustering Algorithms

In [10], several strategies are introduced for clustering the
independent channels of the ISA. The main concept for these
clustering algorithms is the fact that some channels share
certain features with the source signal (e.g. the envelope in
time or frequency domain). Therefore a clustering by that fea-
tures is possible. For our experiments, we have implemented
the agglomerative clustering and theregrouping algorithm.
In both cases, we use the Kullback-Leibler distance (KLD)
as the distance measure [10]. Three features are used for
clustering. These are a) the modified envelope proposed by
[10], b) the absolute value of the Fourier transform, and c) the
audio spectrum envelope (ASE) as proposed in the MPEG-7
framework [6].
The distances of the different channels has to be evaluated
for clustering. We call a matrix with the distance between
the channelsci(t) and cj(t) at row i and columnj distance
matrix. In [3] a clustering by friends is introduced which can
be applied to arbitrary distance matrices. The algorithm treats
each column of the distance matrix as a probability distribu-
tion. At each iteration, the entry of the new distance matrixat
row i and columnj is evaluated as the distance between the
columnsi andj. Thereby, channels sharing large (respectively
small) distances to the same group of other channels are
rated as very similar. With this iteration scheme the algorithm
converges towards a binary matrix. Channels with identical
columns in the final distance matrix are assumed to belong
to the same source. The channels of the ISA are assumed
to be uncorrelated. Therefore the higher order cumulants of
the channels are used as statistically motivated features for
initializing the distance matrix [3]. The distance measureis
again the KLD. Additionally, we have also evaluated distance
matrices based on distances between envelopes as defined in
[10].
Finally in [7] a k-means clustering with the KLD is introduced
for clustering the frequency basis vectorsfn.

D. Performance Measurement

Performance measurement for audio source separation can
be done by the measures Source to Distortion Ratio (SDR1),

Source to Interference Ratio (SIR), and Source to Artifacts
Ratio (SAR) [5]. For these distortion measures, the error
between the input and the output of an arbitrary source
separation algorithm is separated into an error by interference
of other sources (leading to the measure SIR) and the remain-
ing error based on artifacts (leading to the measure SAR).
Because many source separation algorithms reconstruct the
original signals up to a permutation and a multiplicative gain,
these measures evaluate an optimal gain for minimizing the
appropriate distortions. The ISA separates the sources without
any multiplicative gains. Therefore distance measures like the
improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio (ISNR) for sourcek

[7],

ISNRk = 10log
10

∑
t(x(t) − sk(t))2∑
t(yk(t) − sk(t))2

[dB] , (5)

or the SDR2 based on the magnitude spectrogram can also
be used for the comparison of the results [9]. The indices for
SDR1,2 are introduced to distinguish the two variants.

III. PROPOSEDCLUSTERING ALGORITHM

In the following we will drop the time indext, if there is
no possibility for confusion. For finding the optimal clustering
strategy in the meaning of ISNR we try to maximize the mean
ISNR over both sources, which can be expressed as,

1

2

2∑

k=1

ISNRk = 5log
10

∑
t(x − s1)

2
∑

t(x − s2)
2

∑
t(y1 − s1)2

∑
t(y2 − s2)2

[dB] .

(6)
Because the numerator in (6) is constant for arbitrary cluster-
ing, maximizing the mean ISNR leads to minimizing the cost
function e,

e =
∑

t

(y1 − s1)
2
∑

t

(y2 − s2)
2 . (7)

In general, theyk can be described as

y1 =
N∑

n=1

ancn , (8)

y2 =

N∑

n=1

(1 − an)cn , (9)

and clustering can be defined as the process of finding optimal
weightsan. Minimizing the cost function in (7) overan leads
to the derivative,

de

dan

=
∑

t

2cn(y1 − s1)
∑

t

(y2 − s2)
2

−
∑

t

2cn(y2 − s2)
∑

t

(y1 − s1)
2 .

(10)

With (4) we set (10) to zero and get the following result:

∑

t

cns1 =

N∑

i=1

ai

∑

t

cnci . (11)



The derivation of allan lead to the linear system of equations
defined by

Aa = b , (12)

A[n, m] =
∑

t

cn(t)cm(t) , (13)

b[n] =
∑

t

cn(t)s1(t) , (14)

a[n] = an . (15)

Because thesk are unknown for blind source separation tasks,
we start with separatingx into two channels. In this case, no
clustering needs to be done, and the two channels correspond
to the source estimatesyk. Now the iterative clustering can
be described by separating the mixture intoN channels and
replacing the input signals1 in (14) by the source estimate
y1,

b[n] =
∑

t

cn(t)y1(t) . (16)

Evaluating the optimal weightsan in (12) leads to new source
estimatesyk as defined in (8) and (9).
If this iterative process is done for allN up to a maximum
number of channelsNmax, we call it N-step clustering. By
evaluating an ISA at each iteration, the N-step clustering
introduces a high computational complexity to the separation
process. Therefore we also evaluate atwo-step clustering algo-
rithm. For this algorithm, we perform only the first separation
into two channels followed by a second separation directly into
Nmax channels. With (12) theanǫR are not restricted, which
we will call the unconstrained approach. By interpretation of
thean as weights for a clustering with the maximum value of
1 (channelcn belongs complete to source estimatey1) and the
minimum value of0 in the opposite case, we get the constraints
0 ≤ an ≤ 1. If the an are restricted by these constraints the
clustering will be calledconstrained.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The test set consists of each of the 23 melodious phrases
plus the soprano and the tenor singer and the English
female/male speech of the Sound Quality Assessment
Material from the EBU [4]. These are 27 input signals of
roughly 10 seconds length each. All possible combinations
lead to 351 mixtures. For stereo signals only the first channel
of the stereo signal is kept. The ISA assumes stationary
signals. Therefore we split these mixtures temporally into
segments of 0.25 s. The whole source separation process is
applied to each of these segments, as described in Section II.
For the STFT, a window length of 1024 samples with a Hann
window and 50% overlap is applied. After separation and
clustering, the two source estimatesyk are concatenated with
knowledge of the source signalssk for generating the output
signals. This is done because we consider only the clustering
of the channels in this paper. The mean values over both
sources are used for performance evaluation. For thek-means
clustering the parameterη is set to0.1 and the two cluster
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Fig. 1. Mean ISNR over all mixtures for the iterative clustering strategies
plotted over the number of channels.
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Fig. 2. Mean ISNR plotted over mean SIR over all mixtures for the four
iterative clustering strategies. The number of channelsN increases from the
bottom right to the upper left marker.

means are initialized as the two vectors with highest energy.

In Figure 1, the mean ISNR over all 351 mixtures is plotted
for the four different iterative clustering strategies outlined in
Section III. Since the results for the SDR1, SDR2, and the SAR
are similar, we will concentrate in the following on the ISNR.
As can be seen from Figure 1 the constrained approach leads
to better results than the unconstrained approach in terms of
SDR1, SDR2, SAR and ISNR. Hence we will consider only the
constrained approach in the following. The N-step clustering
gives the best results, however the two-step clustering is
approximately 2.8 times as fast as the N-step clustering. We
will consider both in the following, showing the trade-off
between computational complexity and ISNR.
The SIR behaves differently compared to SDR1, SDR2, SAR
and ISNR, which is shown in Figure 2. Here, the SAR is
plotted over the SIR. By increasing the number of channels
the SIR decreases and the SAR increases. This trade-off
between SAR and SIR exists for the four iterative grouping
strategies. In general, the unconstrained approach leads to
higher SIR values than the constrained approach. Also the two-
step clustering leads to higher SIR than the N-step clustering.
It can be seen that each approach with higher SIR values leads
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Fig. 3. Mean ISNR for all mixtures plotted over the number of channels for
the evaluated clustering strategies.

to lower SAR values. The SAR values are typically several
dB below the SIR values. This is due to the fact that the
artifacts are more dominant than the interferences. Therefore,
even with decreasing SIR the increasing SAR also leads to
increasing ISNR, SDR1, and SDR2, and in consequence, to
an increasing reconstruction quality.

In Figure 3, the mean ISNR over all mixtures for the
two constrained iterative clustering methods is compared with
the clustering approaches of [3], [7], and [10]. From the
different clustering approaches based on [10], the ASE as
clustering feature leads to the best results and is selected
for comparison. Theclustering by friends is performed on a
distance matrix filled with the distances between the spectral
envelopes because this leads to better results than the sta-
tistically motivated distances between the cumulants of the
channels. In [3] it is mentioned thatclustering by friends
needs more than 40 channels for working effectively. This
explains the poor performance for a few channels as shown
here. For all clustering strategies, only the iterative clustering
improves the ISNR for increasing number of channelsN .
The main problem for feature-based clustering approaches
proposed by [3], [7], and [10] is the increasing degree of
freedom for increasingN . This is due to the fact that the
number of possible clusterings ofN channels to two source
estimates is2N . Also, the higher number of channels leads
to many channels with weak features, and therefore result in
high failure probabilities.
As we can see, the clustering algorithms proposed by [10]
perform very well for the chosen test set and testing conditions.
In Figure 4 the mean ISNR of theregrouping algorithm vs. the
constrained N-step clustering is compared forN = 10. It can
be seen, that the distribution of the markers roughly follows
the line of equal separation quality. For mixtures that are easy
to separate (plotted in the upper right corner) theregrouping
algorithm leads to higher ISNR values. This is due to the
fact that in the case of good separation quality, the channels
share most of the features of the underlying source, such that a
feature-based clustering can be applied. For the major parts of
mixtures with low separation quality (plotted in the lower left
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Fig. 4. ISNR for theregrouping algorithm based on audio spectrum envelope
vs. iterative clustering. Each marker in the plot corresponds to one mixture.
The diagonal line corresponds to the points of equal separation quality.

corner) the iterative clustering outperforms the feature-based
clustering proposed by [10].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we address the problem of clustering for
monaural blind source separation in the case of over-
separation. A new iterative clustering algorithm is proposed.
The results of the paper show that the iterative clustering
improves the separation quality significantly for most of the
mixtures and leads to more stable separation results than
any other of the tested clustering algorithm. For a trade-off
between separation quality and computational complexity the
N-step clustering and the two-step clustering are introduced.
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